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 (Parody) 






"Parody (Greek Parodia)" a song sung along"
side onther   in literature a form of
satirical critiasm or comic mockery that
imitates the style and manner of a particular
writer or school of writer so as to emphasize
the weakness of the writer or the over used
conversation of the school." 




"A homours exaggerated imitation" of an
author, literary work, style ect." 





" A  b ur le s qu e im it a t i on  t o  m a k e a
parody." 

 Concise English Dictionary

"A homours imitation  ". 










 
 



















"According to Aristotle (Poetics) "Hegemon
of Thasos was the inventor of a kind of
parody, by slightly attering the wording in
well-known poems he transformed the
sublime in to the ridiculous." In ancient
(Greek literature, a parodia was a narrative
poem imitating the style and prosody of
epics" (but treating lig ht,  sa tir ical  or
mock-heroic subjects). 

"Indeed, the components the greek word are
"Para" beside, counter, against" and oide
"Song"  thus the or ig inal  Greek word
"Parodia" has sometimes been taken to
meen "Counter Song" an imitation that is set





against the original.   The Oxford English
Dictionary , Defines Parody as imitation
"turned as  to  paroduce a  r idiculous
effect." 

"The first usage of the word parody in
english cited in the Oxford English Dictionary
is in Ben Jonson, in every man in his homour
in 1958, The next notable citation comes
from  John D ryden in  1 69 3,  who a ls o
oppended an explanation, suggesting that
the word was in common use, meaning to
make fun or recreate what your are doing. A
poerodi (pronounced/poerodi) also called
stand up or spoof) in contemporary usage, is
a work created to mock, comment or poke
fun at an original work, its subject, outher,
style or some other target by means of
homours, satiric or ironic imitation. 






 




















 









































 




 (Shakespare) 




Shakespare wrote "Sonnet 130" in parody of traditional love poems

common in his days. He presents an anti-love poem theme in a manner of
love poem mocking the exaggerated comparisions they made. Examples are
as under:

"My mistress'eyes are nothing like the sun,
coral is far more red than her lips'red,

if hairs be wires, black wires grow on her
head.
But no such roses see I in her cheeks." 
"King Lears by William Shakespare, The
Ch a r a c t e r  o f  t h e  F o o l  i n  W i l l i a m
Shakespares's "tragedy kind Lear" is infect a
parody of the king himself. In the Character
Fool presents his coxcomb an imitation of
King Lear's Crown. His role in the play is to
combat the convntions of the day with truth,
though in a way that he. Can be laughed at
instead of seeming threatening." 

"Parody is a kind of comedy that imitates an





moks individuals or a piecs of work. When it
mingles with satire, it makes satire more
pointed and effective. Most importatntly, a
parody appeals to the readers sense of
homour."

The other most important example of parody
in english literature "Don Quixote" by
Mig uelde Cervantes , the fam ous  Don
Quixote is an intersting example of parody
because the entire epic work is based on the
tradition of the knight errant,  this was a
popular in Cervantes's day. A man originally
known as Alonso Quixano takes on a new
identity that of "Don Quixote" and sets out
on a quests with his lance, ancient shield,
skinny nrag and his friend "Somchopanza".
His quests are mostly ridiculous such as the
f a m o u s  s c e n e  i n  w h i c h  h e  f i g h t s
windmills." 

"Other examples are "Pierre Menard",
"Author of the Quixote" by Jorge Luis Borges,
"Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift."
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Hutcheon (1985), P#32 

As above 
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"Is  no dichotomy like his  own character
between a doctor and a humorist.  As a
doctor he prescribed ointments for wounds
to heel and as a writer he wrote for the
injured souls." 
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